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Summary: The paper analyses the performances of a structurally elastic (compliant) hydrostatic (HS) thrust bearing. A new 

physical model was constructed, and the preliminary tests performed proved its applicability in practice. In parallel, a 

program for coupling the Reynolds and the elasticity equations was developed. A relatively good correlation was observed 

between the theoretical models and the measured results. 
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1. Introduction 

     Former applications using compliance obtained by 

highly compressible materials [1] have shown an increase 

in load capacity for hydrostatic bearings. Starting from 

this idea, the current paper deals with the study in 

isothermal conditions of a hydrostatic thrust bearing 

(fig.1), having a thin, deformable metal plate (i.e. 

compliance obtained by structural elasticity) covering its 

rigid upper hollowed pad.  

     A previous stage of the study [2] used a fully analytical 

approach, requiring several levels of simplification for 

decoupling the two functional mechanisms (the Reynolds 

equation and elastic deformation, respectively).  

2. Numerical solutions 

      A computational program was written in order to 

calculate the exact deformation of an aligned HS bearing 

by solving the coupled fluid-structure (FSI) model. The 

elastic deformation was modelled using axi-symmetric 

finite elements, while for the fluid flow, finite differences 

were used. An analysis of the consistency and 

convergence of the methods was also performed, by 

comparing with simple test cases with closed form 

analytical solutions. 

3. Experimental results 

     An existing test rig for rigid bearings was modified to 

accommodate the new design solution. The main bearing 

dimensions are: ro= 80mm, rs= 40mm; two thin plates of 

different thicknesses (t= 0.7mm and t= 1.45mm), simply 

supported by strong neodymium magnets, were used for 

the experiments. Recess (ps) and mid-land (pm) pressures 

(indicated with markers in fig.1) were measured. 

   For the thinner plate, instabilities occurred for relatively 

low recess pressures (ps > 1bar, corresponding to F > 

300N). Theoretically, it was found that the deformation of 

the plate for these testing conditions becomes comparable 

with the plate thickness (or even greater), and the thin 

plate linear deflection model is no longer valid. The 

behaviour of the bearing with the thicker plate was 

satisfactory for greater forces. 

     The results were consistent between different series of 

experiments but were affected by a slight misalignment of 

the bearing surfaces. The results obtained for two loading 

cases with both a rigid pad and an elastic pad put in 

evidence an inflation in the pressure distribution (fig.2). 

The comparison showed a relatively good correlation with 

the theoretically predicted pressure variation. At higher 

loads, the predictions slightly overestimate the 

experimental data.  

 
Fig.1 Schematic of the HS compliant bearing 

 
Fig.2 Pressure distribution (theory vs experimental) 

4. Conclusions 

     The paper highlighted the inflation of the pressure 

distribution, which showed a superior load capacity for 

the same supply pressure, ps. Thus, the novel design 

solution was proven to be applicable in practice. 
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